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The Role of Customs

- Trade Compliance
- Facilitation
- Protection of the Environment
- Commitment to protection of society
- Collection of Trade Statistics
- Collection of duties and taxes
Jomo Kenyatta International Airport Nairobi
MOI International Airport Mombasa
Importance of Cooperation

- Mitigation of challenges
- Security and facilitation of trade
- Implementation of the safe framework
Security of the Supply Chain Solutions
Results of Cooperation through intek
Enforcement Tools

K9 Unit - Two Senior Officers at work
Border Control Officer at work
Cargo scanner
Results of use of Technology

A total of 2160Kgs of raw Ivory declared as avocado
Environmental Operations
Areas of Cooperation between Customs and Civil Aviation-National Initiatives

- Joint Meetings
- Verifications
- Sharing of intelligence information.
Best Practices to enhance Cooperation

- Advance Information
- Risk based Customs Inspections
- Implementation of the safe framework
Lessons Learned

- Need for Synergies to be developed to synchronize AEO/Regulated Agents
- Capacity Building
- National Single window initiative
- Regional OSBP initiative
  - Payment at first port of entry
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